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Abstract

Dependent failure analysis and modeling were developed for high redundancy systems.
The study included a comprehensive data analysis of safety and relief valves at the
Finnish and Swedish BWR plants, resulting in improved understanding of Common
Cause Failure mechanisms in these components. The reference application on the
Forsmark 1/2 reactor relief system, constituting of twelve safety/ relief lines and two
regulating relief lines, covered different safety criteria cases of reactor depressurization
and overpressure protection function, and failure to reclose sequences. For the
quantification of dependencies, the Alpha Factor Model, the Binomial Probability Model
and the Common Load Model were compared for applicability in high redundancy
systems.

Key words

Common Cause Failures, Dependencies, Reliability Data, Safety and Relief Valves,
Boiling Water Reactor, Probabilistic Safety Assessment
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Experiences and conclusions are presented from the recent project aimed to result in
improved understanding of Common Cause Failure (CCF) mechanisms in high
redundancy systems, and practical, tested analysis methods with special emphasis on the
BWR safety/pressure relief system. The motivation for this work originates partly from
the practical concern about actual CCFs occurred in relief pilot valves at several plants,
and from the fact that the subject has proved to be difficult to analyze in PSA studies.
The relief system is among the significant contributors to the reactor core melt
frequency in BWR plants.

The project constituted of the following subtasks:

1)
2)
3)
4)

Safety/relief valve data analysis
Specification of reference application
Application and comparison of CCF models
Conclusions and recommendations

The comprehensive data analysis produced an ordinarily documented data base of
safety/relief valves (SRV) at the Finnish and Swedish BWR plants. A lot was learned
about potential CCF mechanisms and the contributing factors. The electromagnetic pilot
valves have been affected by several CCFs. The most remarkable events concerned
multiple plant units, in 1976 in Sweden and in 1985 in Finland, showing that
electromagnetic pilots are complex electromechanical components, and that CCF
development may unexpectedly be activated by changes in operating/maintenance
environment. Still, the redundant valves were affected in varying degree, which shows
protection against total CCFs provided by component-to-component variability in this
kind of failure mechanisms. The main part of the CCFs has occurred during the first
years of operation, and in all cases implemented design changes have been efficient to
prevent CCFs recurring.

For main valves and impulse pilots, only incipient, potential CCFs have occurred,
which is important for the reliability of the overpressure protection function.

The nature of the experienced CCFs reinforce the importance of controlling systematic
changes in operating and maintenance conditions. It has been usual practice to stagger
necessary changes over a reasonable time, mostly over two subsequent annual
overhauls, looking for the experiences of the pilot period. The results of the present
analysis strongly emphasize, that this kind of arrangement should be maintained.

The CCF mechanisms encountered are mostly latent, developing in standby state. The
periodic tests during power operation have this far been performed mostly sequentially,
i.e. for all components at the same day. Staggering of these tests in two groups could
provide additional protection against latent failure mechanisms, which develop during
standby time. This is specially relevant for electromagnetic pilot valves, for which the
main part of critical failures has been captured in tests or the blowdown demands during
an operation period. As important contributing causes to latent failure mechanisms can
occur during annual overhaul, and then trigger the accelerating development of a latent
CCF, the placing of tests in the early part of the operation period appears to be
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justified. Besides, it is important to follow the usual rule of increasing test frequency,
if there are recurring problems, until efficient resolutions for the elimination of root
causes have been implemented.

The reference application was made on the Forsmark 1/2 reactor relief system,
constituting of twelve safety/relief lines and two regulating relief lines. The analyzed
cases cover different safety criteria cases of reactor depressurization and overpressure
protection function, as well as failure to reclose sequences. Sensitivity analyses of plant
level influences were made by use of existing PSA models.

In CCF quantification, the strict definition of the complementary type of probability
entities, illustrated in Fig.l, proved very useful, and provided a consistent scheme for
the treatment of dependent failure probabilities.

For the quantification of dependences, the Alpha Factor Model, the Binomial
Probability Model and the Common Load Model were compared for applicability in
high redundancy systems. In handling the large number of failure combinations and
varying success criteria cases, it was found that the subgroup invariance of CCF model
parameters is a desirable property. This property means that the same model parameters
apply to any subgroup within a CCF group of identical components. It is lacking from
the Alpha Factor Model but fulfilled by the other two. Consequently, the models differ
in many practical respects, for example when treating demand cases where only part
of the system is challenged.

It should be pointed out, that irrespective of the choice of parametric CCF model,
interpretation of CCF events, and applicability of inferred data to a particular plant and
system/component design remains the most difficult stage in CCF quantifications. This
part relies much on engineering judgement, and may incorporate uncertainties. Starting
from a well defined data, different, consistent CCF models produce practically the same
results.

The project has been conducted as a joint effort by Avaplan Oy and ABB Atom AB,
within the research program of the Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate, SKI and with
support of the Nordic BWR utilities and the Finnish Centre for Radiation and Nuclear
Safety.

Besides the final report, which summarizes the project results, the documentation
includes work reports, which describe in more detail the data analysis, reference
application and CCF model comparisons.
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PROBABILITY ENTITIES WITHIN A CCF GROUP OF N COMPONENTS
psg(k) =
peg(k|n)=

pts(k|n)-
s(k|n)=

P{Specific k components fail}
P{Just the specific k out of n components fail,
while the other n-k urvive}
P{k or more out of n components fail}
Number of demand events where k or more out of n components failed,
given total number of demands ND on the CCF group of n components

FIG. 1. Fit of Common Load Model to the combined data base of electromagnetic pilot
valves of Forsmark 1/2 and TVOI/II, concerning the failure mode failure to open at
demand. The subgroup failure probability psg(k) is the basic dependent probability
entity. The exclusive subgroup failure probability peg(kjn) is a useful auxiliary entity
when handling failure combinations. The total structural failure probability pts(kjn) is
the desired result entity related to failure criteria k out of n, and should be fit to the
empirical failure profile s(k|n)/ND, i.e. to the fraction of demand cases where k or
more out of n components failed among the total number of demands ND for the CCF
group of n components. There are also presented probability entities peg(kj8) and
pts(kj8) generated for the subgroup of 8 pilots challenged in reactor depressurization
demand.
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ABBREVIATIONS

RO Swedish Licensee Event Reports (rapportervärda omständigheter)
ATV Scandinavian Nuclear Power Reliability Data System
SRV Safety/relief valve module

SRV components
SR Safety/relief line, containing EPV&IPV + MNV
RR Regulating relief line, containing PNV + QOV
EPV Electromagnetic pilot valve
PNV Pneumatic pilot valve
IPV Impulse pilot valve
MNV Main valve
QOV Quick opening valve

Failure modes
FO
NO
FR
NR
10
IL
ND

Failure to open
Noncritical or incipient for FO
Failure to close
Noncritical or incipient for FR, internal leak after reclosure
Inadvertent opening
Noncritical or incipient for 10, spontaneous internal leak
Noncritical other deficiency

Probability terms and CCF models
CCF
SGFP
AFM
BPM
BFRM
CLM
MBM
psg(k)

Common cause failure
Subgroup failure probability
Alpha factor model
Basic probability model
Binominal failure rate model
Common load model
Multi binomial model
Subgroup failure probability

= probability of specific k components failing in a CCF
group, irrespective of whether the other components fail or
survive

peg(k | n) Exclusive subgroup failure probability
= probability only the specific k components failing, while

the other n-k survive
pts(k | n) Total structural failure probability for failure criteria ik/n

= probability of k or more out of n components failing
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1 INTRODUCTION

This project has been aimed to result in improved understanding of dependent failure
mechanisms in high redundancy systems, and practical, tested analysis methods with
special emphasis on the BWR safety/pressure relief system. As high redundancy
systems are here understood systems constituting of five or more redundant, identical
subsystems. In BWR safety/relief systems the number of redundancies ranges usually
from 12 to 16. A significant part of the work has been directed towards collection and
documentation of a data base for safety/relief valves (SRVs). The motives for this work
originate partly from the fact that the subject has proved to be difficult to analyze in
PSA studies, and from the practical concern about actual CCFs occurred in SRVs at
several plants. SRV system contribution varies from plant to plant, usually being among
the most significant contributors to the reactor core melt frequency [1.1]. See table 1.1.

The project constitutes of the following sub tasks [1.2]:

1) SRV data analysis
2) Specification of reference application
3) Application and comparison of CCF models
4) Conclusions and recommendations

The reference application was chosen to be performed for the Forsmark 1/2 SRV
system. As a similar CCF quantification has been done within the TVO I/II PSA, the
experiences from that study could be benefitted in many ways [1.3].

This final report outlines the project, generally describes the sub tasks, and summarizes
the results and conclusions. Section 2 gives a short overview of the SRV system design
and components. Sections 3-7 describe the project tasks from data analysis to CCF
quantifications. The last three sections summarize the project results. Section 8
presents the essential findings about the comparison and application of CCF models.
Section 9 is a practically oriented summary of qualitative insights from the CCF
mechanisms and possible defenses. Finally, Section 10 contains selected conclusions of
most importance. The more detailed technical documentation is presented in work
reports, which are listed in Appendix 1.

The project has been conducted as a joint effort by Avaplan Oy and ABB Atom AB,
within the research program of the Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate SKI, and with
support of the Nordic BWR utilities and the Finnish Centre for Radiation and Nuclear
Safety. The project and reference groups are presented in Appendix 2.
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Table i . l Fractional contribution of SRV system functions to the core damage
frequency of Forsmark 1/2 and TVO I/n. It should be noted, that the
TVO I/II updated results include also the influence of other updates than
SRV system quantifications

SRV function
Failure mode

SRV failure to
open for over-
pressure pro-
tection

Failure to man-
ually initiate
reactor de-
pressurization

SRV failure to
open for reac-
tor depressu-
rization

SRV failure to
reclose inclu-
ding operator
failure to man-
ually reclose an
open line

Total SRV
contribution

Forsmark

PSA
1988

Not classified as (
1*1*1

8.29E-1

2.53E-2

7.90E-3

8.62E-1

1/2

Reter.
application

»re damage

6.50E-1

1.90E-1
1*2*1

6.50E-2
1*3*1

9.10E-1

TVO

PRA
1989

8.00E-2

4.03E-2

1.08E-2

1.67E-2

1.48E-1

I/II

Updated
2/1991

4.98E-2

6.83E-2

3.25E-3

1.68E-2

1.38E-1
1*4*1

Notes:
1

2
3

Calculated overpressure frequencies were
PSA 1988: 9.2E-5 /a
Refer.appl: 4.2E-5 /a

Failure criterion > =3/8, F12 plant specific data
Reference application considered 2 or more SRVs failing to reclose as
additional Medium Size LOCA contribution (not included in PSA 1988)
The TVO I/II updated results include also the influence of other updates
than SRV system quantifications
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2 SRV SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Tn this section, the main outlines of the reactor relief system (314) in Nordic BWRs are
uescribed. This is done with respect to system safety functions, system design and
components. Testing and maintenance arrangements are also briefly presented.

2.1 System functions

According to the standard BWR design, the relief system has the following safety
functions:

depressurization whenever low pressure coolant injection is required

overpressure protection of the reactor pressure vessel and connected
systems which cannot be isolated

reclosure of valves after operation

At normal operation, the system is in standby.

2.2 System design and components

Roughly, the system can be described to be composed of steam relief valve lines where
one line consists of a pilot-controlled main valve with one or two pilot valves; one
electromagnetic valve and/or one self-actuated impulse pilot which will open on high
pressure in the steam line. Depending on the reactor generation, all or some of the
valve units/lines blow to the condensation pool and some directly to drywell. There are
also other types of relief valves for regulation purposes. In the present data analysis
these valves have been considered only for the reference application, i.e. Forsmark 1/2,
and for TVO I/II. Each regulating valve line at these plants consists of a pneumatic
pilot valve and a motor operated regulating valve in series with a quick opening main
valve.

The actual number and type of valve units/lines covered in the present data analysis can
be seen in table 2.1 where an overview is given for different generations of Nordic
BWRs. A process diagram for a safety/relief valve line is presented in figure
2.1.

In general terms the actuation of 314 safety/relief valves at different operation
situations, is initiated by an electrical opening signal supplied by the Reactor Protection
System (RPS). For overpressure protection in pressure buildup transients,
actuation/opening is initiated also by means of self-actuated impulse pilots.

Auxiliary systems include AC/DC power supply to electro-magnedc and pneumatic pilot
valves. The pneumatic pilots in regulating valve lines also need nitrogen supply. The
fail safe state is, however, "open" for these valves in the case of loss of nitrogen
supply.
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2.3 Testing and maintenance arrangements

The general scheme of tests for safety/relief valve modules in system 314 includes:

one test while shutting down the plant to annual overhaul

one test while starting up from annual overhaul and

one or two tests during the operation period

Direct blowing valves are tested at reduced reactor pressure (approximately 15 bars) in
order to preserve rupture discs and avoid steam relief into drywell. These tests are
carried out prior to the annual overhaul and while starting up from annual overhaul.

Valves blowing to the condensation pool are tested (3-4 times per year) by actuation of
electromagnetic or pneumatic pilots, and opening of the main valve is recorded.

Self-actuated impulse pilots are tested once per year in laboratory during the annual
overhaul.

Scheduled inspection and preventive maintenance of safety/relief valves are carried out
during annual overhauls.
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Table 2.1 Overview of SRVs covered in the analysis. The regulating valve lines are
considered and included in the data analysis only for Forsmark 1/2 and
TVOI/n

Plant

Notes

No of valve units Valve unit Type

Forsmark 3 /
Oskarshamn 3

Forsmark 1/2

TVOI/n

Barsebäck 1/2 /
Oskarshamn 2*

Ringhals 1

Oskarshamn 1*

16

10
2
2 (regulating

valve lines)

10
2 (regulating

valve lines)

7
13

10
20

4
12

MNV + EPV + IPV

MNV + EPV + IPV
MNV + EPV + IPV
QOV + PNV

MNV + EPV + IPV
QOV + PNV

MNV + EPV + IPV
MNV +IPV

MNV + EPV + IPV
MNV + IPV

MNV + EPV + IPV
MNV + IPV

BCP

BCP
BPS
BCP

BCP
BCP

BCP
BPS

BCP
BPS

BCP
BPS

MNV Main valve
EPV Electromagnetic pilot valve
IPV Impulse pilot
QOV Quick opening valve
PNV Pneumatic pilot valve
BCP Blowing to condensation pool
BPS Blowing to PS (drywell)

System 314 in Oskarshamn 1 and 2 has recently (summer 1990) been re-
designed; all valve units are now connected to valve lines blowing directly
to the condensation pool
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To wet -»e l l pool

Fig. 2.1. Process diagram of the safety/relief valve line at TVO. This is one of the
ten ordinary SRVs equipped with electromagnetic pilot valves (electrical
governed servo valve).
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DATA ANALYSIS METHODS AND STRUCTURE

This section describes the general layout of the SRV data analysis, and the methods
used in the failure mode analysis, CCF identification and documentation of the collected
data. More details are presented in the work report [3.1]. The data analysis is restricted
to

EPV Electromagnetic pilot valves
PNV Pneumatic pilot valves
IPV Impulse pilot valves
MNV Main valves including quick opening valves

as these have a significant contribution to the reliability of various SRV functions as
discussed in more detail in Section 7.

An overview of the data base is presented in Table 3.1. Data base starts for each
reactor unit from the beginning of the first full calendar year of commercial operation.
This effectively excludes early phase problems connected to the plant commissioning
phase. The significantly larger number of events reported at TVO I/II is explained
partly by the 29 noncritical events at TVO I in 1981, which was its first full year of
operation, and partly by a more tight discipline of reporting noncritical events during
annual overhauls (about 75% of the total number of noncritical events at TVO). For
critical failures, the reporting discipline seems to be similar and well covering for
different plants, which is of primary importance for a reliable data analysis.

3.1 General scheme

The SRV data analysis and documentation flow is structured in Fig.3.1, based on the
early implementation in the TVO PRA for the plant specific CCF data collection for
SRVs [3.2-3], and also on the recent detailed analysis for latent faults of diesel
generators in Forsmark 1/2 [3.4].

Main parts are implemented on PC using Microsoft/Windows/ Excel as platform, which
enable a flexible integration of the whole information process beginning from the event
analysis and ending with the CCF quantification results.

The main information sources of failure events are

RO Swedish Licensee Event Reports; these were used for the Swedish BWR
units for the years 1980-89. This period was analyzed and documented in
detail in this project.

ATV Nordic nuclear power reliability data system; these were used to make a
summary of Swedish experiences prior to 1980. This older information
has earlier been analyzed and checked when collecting material for the
T-book 85 [3.5].

ATV/TVO For TVO I/II, the information delivered into the ATV system was used
as the primary source. Completing information was obtained locally when
checking event details.
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For many events, additional infonnation from work order systems, special incident
reports, or other local information were used in order to confirm correct interpretation
of the events. The failure analyses documentation has been reviewed at the plants.

3.2 Event and failure mode analysis

For each relevant component event of interest, an event form was filled out, Fig.3.2.
This means that for multiple failure events, separate forms are generated for each
component affected, with cross references. In the CCF event data base Gast part of the
scheme in Fig.3.1), the multiple events considered as actual or potential CCF, are then
combined in a specific way depending on the CCF scenario.

The event forms constitute of two parts. The upper historic part is a copy of

1. RO report if available, or in other cases
2. ATV report descriptive part or
3. Work order

The initial screening is documented/justified on the report lists from source information
systems.

The lower part of the event form constitutes of a failure mode analysis (FMA), which
presents the classified information, specifically extracted for the CCF identification and
analysis. The possibility of later additions of classification items or other updates are
taken into account.

3.3 Classifications, codes

Classification of failure modes and other main information, and coding for data base
purposes, is summarized in Table 3.2. The main emphasis was put on the evaluation
of failure mode, and specially on proper interpretation of criticality with respect to
actual demand conditions. This meant that several events originally reported critical
were reinterpreted after closer examination as noncritical. Examples are failure to open
events in tests performed at low reactor pressure: in actual demand at full operating
pressure, the opening forces are substantially stronger.

3.4 Information storage

The forms are identified by reactor unit, event number and valve number, and stored
in folders according to reactor unit and valve type, as this is the normal way of
grouping component data. In fact, this is also logical for considering CCF events within
a group of identical components. In total the collected data base, covering the years
from 1980, contains about 200 events. Storage space required is about 1 MB. The
events prior to 19S0 at the older units are not brought into FMA sheets, but instead the
technical documentation of the T-book [3.S] has been relied upon with some
reinterpretations.
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3.5 Data base tables

The central part of the information storage are the data base tables containing analyzed
information, one line fo: each event, Fig.3.1. The events are primarily sorted with
respect to time of fault detection, as this has proved most efficient for CCF
identification/evaluation. If desired, the data records can be easily sorted after valve
number then time, as is usual in event data base systems.

From this data base different extractions can be made such as

tables/diagrams for failure modes, causes etc
concentration of failures on units/components
trend surveys.

The most important part of the CCF study under way is the extraction from the data
base for the history diagram as described below.

3.6 Demand and failure event diagrams

For each unit and CCF group of components, a history diagram was planned to be
extracted, Fig.3.3. This was intended to be used as the main tool in the evaluation of
CCF candidates.

In the Demand and Failure Event Diagram (DFED), each failure event is presented by
using different symbols for failure modes, Fig.3.4. Tests and actual demands
(blowdown transients) are denoted in order to facilitate building up an overall picture
of the operating history.

Finally, DFEDs were drawn only for TVOI/II, because the identification of actual and
potential CCFs proved very straightforward due to (mostly) sequential test schemes of
SRV components. Besides, at the Swedish units not so many events are reported over
reactor years and therefore a reasonably good overview of the component histories can
be readily seen from the data tables.

3.7 CCF events

The multiple events with shared causes were classified, in the order of descending
severity, into actual CCFs, potential CCFs and recurring faults, Table 3.2.

The actual and potential CCFs of special interest were documented using and the further
applying the cause-effect logic diagrams developed in CCF study sponsored by EPRI
[3.6]. These will be presented and discussed in Section 9.
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Table 3.1 Overview of the Nordic SRV data base 1974-89.

CRITICAL FAILURES
BWR generation Years covered Reactor

years
Number of
events for

EPV PNV IPV MNV A»

F3, 03
Fl/2
TVO I/II

B1/2, O2
Rl
01

All units

1985-89
1980-89
1981-88
1976-89
1976-89
1974-89

10
20
16
42
14

16

118

3
13
16

20
5
5

62

NC
3
1

NC
NC
NC
4+

1

1

2
1
3

6

3
16
17

22
7
8

73 +

Valve years 1058 236 2044 2280
NONCRITICAL FAULTS

Valve years 1058 236 2044 2280

5618

BWR generation Years covered Reactor
years

Number of
events for

EPV PNV IPV MNV All

F3.O3
Fl/2
TVO I/Il
Bl/2, 02

Rl
Ol

All units

1985-89
1980-89
1981-88
1976-89

1976-89
1974-89

10
20

16
42
14
16

118

3
5
49
1

7
1

66

NC
1
11

NC
NC
NC

12+

4

4

1

53
10
1
1

66

4
6

117

11

8
2

148 +

5618

VALVE YEARS
BWR generation

DISTRIBUTION
Years covered Reactor

years
Number
unit

EPV

of components per

PNV IPV

reactor

MNV All

F3, 03
Fl/2
TVO I/II

Bl/2, 02

Rl
Ol

All units

Note»:
NC

SRV components

1985-89 10
1980-89 20
1981-88 16
1976-89 42

1976-89 14
1974-89 16

118

Valve years

Not covered in this analysis

16
12
10
7

10
4

59
1058

2
2
2
2
2
2

12

236

16
12
10
20

30
14

102

2044

18
14
12
22
32
16

114

2280

EPV Electromagnetic pilot valves
PNV Pneumatic pilot valves
IPV Impulse pilou
MNV Main valvet (including quick opening valvei in regulating relief lines)

52
40
34

51

74
36

287

5618

The significantly larger number of evenu reported at TVO is explained partly by the 29 noncritical evenu al TVO I in 1981, which
was its Tint full year of opention, and partly by a more tight discipline of reporting noncritictl evenu during annual overhauls
(about 75% share of the loul number of noncritical evenu at TVO).
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Table 3.2 Failure mode analysis, classifications and codes

Category
Code

DETECTION

MO
MA
TA

TP
TI-
DE

FAILURE MODE

Critical

FO

FR
10
-

Noncritical

NO
NR
IL
ND

COMPONENT PART

S
M
E

CAUSE CLASSIFICATIONS

RAN

ERT
ERM
DES
MFI
EXT
CCF CLASSES

ACCF

PCCF

REC

Class

Monitoring

Maintenance

Test during annual overhaul

Test in pressure state

Test in laboratory

Demand event

Failure to open

Failure to reclose/leakage

Inadvertent opening/leakage

Other deficiency

Sealing

Mechanical

Electrical

Random

Error in testing

Error in maintenance

Design deficiency

Error in manuf. /installation

External event

Actual CCF

Potential CCF

Recurring faults

Remarks

Incl. visual inspections, TV

Incl. post maintenance tests

In zero pressure state

Spontaneous internal leaks

Incl. noncritical external
leaks

Other than some of the
explicit causes

Simultaneous known or
latent unavailability

Simultaneous
incipient/degraded states

Failure mechanism repeated
disjointly
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SKJ/CCF projects 1989-90

SRV DATA ANALYSIS - GENERAL SCHEME
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Fig.3.1. Information flow scheme of the data amdysis.
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TVOII314V15060
Plot valve V180 faied to open at test
Date: 13 September 1985
Plant on 100% power

Description

In additional test of 314 valves, electromagnetic plot valves V180,181 and 183

were stuck closed

Cause
The magnetic anchor was jammed with corrosion deposft.

Action taken

The anchor module was replaced by a new one.
(First measure.)

FAILURE MODE ANALYSIS

TVOI/IISafety/rdiefvatves Date: 1990-12 31TM

Unit/system
Date&time
Report
Valve
Event description

Detection

Failure mode

Unav.time

Component part
Cause classific.
CCF symptons
Latent time

Notes
Remarks

TVOII/314
1985-09-13/08:00
V15O60 ATV...
V180 Electromagnetic plot valve
Jammed closed, corrosion deposit

T.P Testing during oper. period / * Note 1 * /
FO Failure to open
15 hours

ANC Magnetic anchor
DES Design deficiency

A ACCF3+PCCF7 / * Note 2 * /
3 m Revision tests in May 85

1 Additional tests were undertaken at Unit 2 EPVs
after detecting CCF at Unit 1 EPVs on 11 Sep 85,
compare to reports TVO 1/314V182,185 (V25338, V25349)

2 Two other FO were detected and 7 additional noncritical
when all 10 plots were tested.
The same root problem invoked additional failures
later in 1985 at Unit 1 EPVs before the basic cause was
identified and removed.

Fig.3.2. Example of the form for Failure Mode Analysis.
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Tvo I/Electromagnetic pilot valves

DEMAND EVENTS J J J S 2 S S 5 S S 3 S F A I L U R E EVENTS
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—B51O10 Test in oo—er s.

851125 Test in OO-er s.
—8S1212 EPv motioning t

— BS0200 Test in oa«er s.

B60516 Sn

asosis st

— B6C615 Test m Dee- s.

!

i I

061215 Te»t in D3-tr s
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Fig.3.3 Demand and Failure Event Diagram for electromagnetic pilot valves of
TVO I, over period 1985-87.
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DEMAND/FAILURE EVENT DIAGRAM
Event symbols for SRV

Demand events

Actual blawaown demana

Test in pressure state curing
power operation period

- Tests associated to plant shutdown..
..startup from annual overhaul outage

Time

Failure events

FO: Failure to open

^ FR. Failure to reclose

IO: Inadvertent opening

NO: Noncri tical/incipient
with regard to FO

> NR: Noncri tica1/incipient with regard
to FP including leakage due to
improper reclosure

) ND: Noncri t i ca 1/incipient deficiency
of other type including external
ana spontaneous internal leakage

Fig.3.4 Event symbols used in Demand and Failure Event Diagram.
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4 DATA ANALYSIS RESULTS FOR BWR GENERATIONS

The analysis of LERs and ATV failure reports was primarily concentrated on the period
1980-89. A complementary survey of failure data material from the seventies was also
made. In this survey, gathered and compiled failure data material from the Reliability
Data Book-"Tbook" [4.1] was used. LERs from the early and mid seventies were also
studied.

The basic data base for the Finnish TVOI/II plants was compiled within the PRA study
[4.2], covering the years 1981-86. The updating in the present work is extended to the
years 1987-88.

Operation startup periods of each plant studied have been excluded in the analysis.

The experienced failures of SRVs for different BWR generations, are summarized in
tables 4.1-4.4. Tables 4.1-4.3 provide a summary of experienced failure modes for
main valves, electromagnetic pilot valves, and pneumatic pilot valves respectively. For
impulse pilots only one critical failure was found. The pneumatic pilots in regulating
valve lines were considered only for the reference application i.e. Forsmark 1/2, and
for TVO I/II.

Table 4.4 provides a summary of identified common cause events in 1980-89.

Below comments are given concerning the analysis of failure reports and experienced
failures. This is done for each BWR generation. Identified common cause events are
further discussed in Section 5 (Data analysis summary). More details concerning the
data analysis are presented in the work reports [4.3 and 4.4].

4.1 Fcsmark 3 and Oskarshamn 3

Six failure events have been analyzed for Forsmark 3 and Oskarshamn 3. One event
concerns the main valve and the remaining ones concern electromagnetic pilot valves.
One potential CCF was also found among the electromagnetic pilots.

The main valve event was a broken spring in the valve. The spring shall ensure
reclosure of the valve. The closing force (and possibly also the opening function) was
hence reduced. The event was classified as a noncritical failure to reclose.

Electromagnetic pilot failures mainly concern the failure mode "failure to open" due to
seizure in pilot valves. During a short period (1 month) in 1986 three failures of this
kind occurred in Oskarshamn 3. The pilots were modified and then tested later on with
satisfactory results. These events are further commented in Section 5.

As can be seen, the total number of failures is small for these two plants. It could also
be noticed that the majority of the failures occurred during the first full year of
operation.
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4.2 Forsmark 1/2

All identified failures in Forsmark 1/2 concern pilot valves (electromagnetic and
pneumatic). The total number of failures for electromagnetic pilot valves is relatively
large compared to other Swedish plants. Four common cause events were also found
among these valves. It must, however, be noted that almost all failures in Forsmark 1
occurred during the first full year of operation (1981).

Experienced failure modes for electromagnetic and pneumatic pilot valves are shortly
summarized below. Identified common cause events will be commented in Section 5.

The majority of electromagnetic pilot failures observed concern the failure mode
"failure to open" due to seizure in pilot valves (splitted valve anchor), and increased
friction in internal valve parts. Inadvertent opening of three pilots due to an electrical
failure (short circuit in an electronic cabinet causing opening signal) has also been
observed.

For pneumatic pilots only one failure to open (mechanical seizure) has been observed.
Inadvertent opening has been observed twice, caused by interruption in electrical coils.

4.3 TVO I/H

The total number of failures observed at TVO I/II is significantly larger than for other
plants. This is partly explained by the 29 noncritical events at TVO I in 1981, which
was its first full year of operation, and partly by a more tight discipline of reporting
noncritical events during annual overhauls (about 75 % of the total number of
noncritical events at TVO). This is also the explanation to the relatively large number
of potential CCFs for TVO I/II in Table 4.4, as similar noncritical faults are often
reported for many valves during annual overhaul.

Several CCFs have been identified. The actual CCFs are reduced to two double and one
triple CCF of electromagnetic pilot valves during a short period in 1985. For main
valves and pneumatic pilots, only some noncritical potential CCFs are included in the
TVO operating experience. Identified common cause events will be commented in
Section 5.

Experienced failure modes for main valves, electromagnetic pilots, and pneumatic pilots
are shortly summarized below.

For the most interesting failure mode of main valves; failure to open, no actual critical
failure has occurred.

Critical failures of electromagnetic pilots mainly concern the failure mode "failure to
open" (jamming due to corrosion products). Two events concerning automatics failure
resulting in inadvertent opening, have been classified among critical pilot failures.

For pneumatic pilots, only one critical failure has occurred (inadvertent opening).
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4.4 Barsebäck 1/2 and Oskarshamn 2

A total of fourteen failures have been identified for these plants for the time period
1980-89. Three common cause events were found; one double among electromagnetic
pilots (Barsebäck 1), one triple noncritical among main valves (Oskarshamn 2), and one
fivefold noncritical among main valves (Barsebäck 1). For the Barsebäck 2 plant no
critical failures have been observed.

With respect to main valves, only one critical failure to reclose has been observed. The
remaining main valve failures are all ncncritical failures to open or to reclose (10
failures in total). They are all related to "too low pressure in test".

The only experienced failure mode for electromagnetic pilot valves is inadvertent
opening (3 failures in total).

With respect to operating experiences prior to 1980, it could be noticed that a relatively
large number of electromagnetic pilot failures including several CCFs occurred during
1976. These failures were related to a corroded chromium layer in the pilot valves. The
affected parts in the valves were replaced by similar ones in stainless steel. One critical
main valve failure in Barsebäck 1 was also found in the data material. The valve failed
to open at test due to seizure.

4.5 Ringhals 1

Three failure events have been analyzed for Ringhals 1 for the time period 1980-89. No
CCFs were identified.

One event concerns leakage in a test valve (not applicable in the present analysis). One
event concerns a main valve. Referring to the failure report, the valve did not open at
test. Later on it was found out to be only a failure of the position indication of the main
valve, i.e. a noncritical failure. The remaining event concerns an impulse pilot which
did not reclose properly after test due to seizure.

The failure data material prior to 1980 includes several electromagnetic pilot failures
during 1976. These failures were related to the same problem as observed in Barsebäck
and Oskarshamn (corroded chromium layer).

4.6 Oskarshamn 1

Six failures have been analyzed for Oskarshamn 1 for the time period 1980-89. Three
of these concern main valves and three concern electromagnetic pilots. No actual CCFs
were identified.

The main valve events all concern steam leakage in the relief piping. On three occasions
leakages in the relief pipe between mjJn valve and pilot valve were observed. In all
cases the plant was shut down. Cracks were discovered. All relief piping was replaced
in order to prevent further leakage. Action was also taken to reduce the vibration level.
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The mentioned cases have been classified as potential causes of failure for spurious
opening of main valve.

Electromagnetic pilot failures include one failure to open (pilot valve had come loose)
and one failure to reclose due to aluminum dust in the valve.

Problems revealed for electromagnetic pilots prior to 1980 include deformation damages
(1974) and corroded chromium layer (1976) of the same kind as above.

References to Section 4

4.1 Bento, J-P., et al., Reliability Data Book for Components in Swedish Nuclear
Power Plants, 2nd edition. Nuclear Safety Board of the Swedish Utilities and
Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate,
May 1985.

4.2 TVO I/II PRA.Teollisuuden Voima Oy, 1989.

4.3 Kosonen, M. and Mankamo, T., TVO I/II Updated Data Base for Safety/Relief
Valves 1981-88.Work Report, December 31, 1990.

4.4 CCF Analysis of High Redundancy Systems, Failure Data Analysis of
Safety/Relief Valves in Swedish BWRs.
ABB Atom Report RPC 90-57.
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Table 4.1. Main valves, summary of failure events.

BWR
generation

F3, 03

Fl/2

Tvoi/n

Bl/2, 0 2

Rl

Ol

Years

1985-89

1980-89

1981-88

1976-89

1976-89

1974-89

Number of failures

Critical
FO FR IO

1 1

1

3

Noncritical
NO NR IL

11

5

1

2

5

1

ND

40

1

All

53

12

2

4

All units 16 8 1 41 72

Notes
Critical Non critical
FO NO Failure to open
FR NR Failure to reclose/leakage
IO IL Inadvertent opening/leakage

ND Other deficiency
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Table 4.2 Electromagnetic pilot valves
Summary of failure events

BWR
generation

F3, 03

Fl/2

ivoi/n

Bl/2, O2

Rl

01

All units

Years

1985-89

1980-89

1981-88

1976-89

1976-89

1974-89

Number of failures

Critical
FO FR IO

3

10

12

15

4

2

46

1

1

1

2

5

3

3

4

1

11

Noncritical
NO NR

1

4

24

1

7

37

1

6

1

8

IL

1

1

ND

1

18

19

All

5

18

65

21

12

6

127

Table 4.3 Pneumatic pilot valves
Summary of failure events

BWR
generation

Fl/2

Tvoi/n

All unit

Years

1980-89

1981-88

Number of failures

Critical
FO FR IO

1 2

1

1 3

Noncritical
NO NR IL

1

5

6

ND

6

6

All

4

12

16

Notes

Critical
FO

FR
IO

Noncritical
NO
NR
IL
ND

Failure to open
Failure to reclose/leakage
Inadvertent opening/leakage
Other deficiency
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Table 4.4 Summary of common cause events 1980-89.

Critical events:

BWR Years
generation

Number of common cause events for

MNV EPV
Double
F O I O

1

1

2

1

Triple
F O

1

1

I O

1

PNV All

1

3

3

1

F3, 03

Fl/2

Tvoyn

Bl/2, O2

Rl

01

1985-89

1980-89

1981-88

1980-89

1980-89

1980-89

All units

Noncritical

BWR
generation

events:

Years Number

MNV

4 1

of common cause

EPV

2

events

1

for

PNV

8

All

F3, 03

Fl/2

Tvoi/n

Bl/2, 02

Rl

01

1985-89

1980-89

1981-88

1980-89

1980-89

1980-89

7

2

1

12

1

21

2

All units 13 24

Notes
MNV Main valves
EPV Electromagnetic pilot valves
PNV Pneumatic pilot valves
FO Failure to open
IO Inadvertent opening
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5 DATA ANALYSIS SUMMARY

Results from the data analysis [S.I and S.2] are summarized below. This is done for
each type of valve, i.e.:

Main valves including quick opening valves
Electromagnetic pilot valves
Impulse pilots
Pneumatic pilot valves

Experienced failure modes and common cause events are described. Results in
quantitative terms are also discussed.

5.1 Main valves

No actu;J critical failures have been found for the most important function; to open, for
the time period 1980-89. In the "T-book" [5.3] which covers all Swedish BWRs up to
1982, one event was classified/judged as a critical failure to open (Barsebäck 1 in
1979). At the TVO plant a near miss occurred in 1985, when a quick opening valve
was erroneously reassembled during maintenance. In the post-maintenance test the valve
could not be opened. The event occurred during plant outage and had a negligible latent
time.

Two failures to reclose (one prior to 1980) and some potential causes for inadvertent
opening (leak in discharge pipes) have been observed.

A considerable number of failure reports for the main valves are related to testing of
the valves; failure to open at test. The valves are tested at reduced reactor pressure
(approximately 15 bar). The tests are not relevant for overpressure demand conditions
at full power, when the opening forces are substantially higher. Reported failures to
open in these tests are hence considered only as potential, noncritical faults.

Five noncritical CCFs/common cause events have been identified out of the data
material from 1980-89. Two events concern extended time to open at test. One event
concerns deformed control pipes (H2 explosions presumed). The two remaining events
are related to failure to open/reclose at test due to high counter pressure in evacuation
pipes from the test units/too low pressure in test.

5.2 Electromagnetic pilot valves

In view of the total failure data material, failures of electromagnetic pilot valves are the
most frequent. Several CCFs have also been identified among these valves.

With respect to failure data prior to 1980 for Swedish BWRs it could be noticed that
a large number of failures including several CCFs occurred during 1976. Almost all of
these failures were related to a corroded chromium layer in pilot valves. The problem
was revealed at test prior to the annual overhaul in the Oskarshamn 2 plant. Then other
plants were checked out and the same problem was observed in the Oskarshamn 1,
Barsebäck 1, and Ringhals 1 plants. The cause was found out to be an increased
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proportion of oxygen. The affected parts in the pilot valves were replaced by similar
ones of stainless steel. Thereafter, no similar faults have reoccurred. Apart from this,
no significant failure mode trend can be observed for the older plants (commissioning
during the seventies).

Eight actual common cause events have been identified out of the data material from
1980-89. Several potential noncritical CCFs have also been observed. The actual CCFs
consist of five double and three triple failures. The events are commented below. More
details are given in the work reports [5.1 and 5.2].

At TVO I/II the actual CCFs are reduced to two double and one triple CCF during a
short period in 1985. These were the result of the same failure mechanism present at
both reactor units, detected about three months after the annual overhaul outages. The
failure mechanism was corrosion in magnetic anchors leading to jamming/failure to
open the pilot valves. Presumably several factors contributed to the corrosion
mechanisms: the primary causes were degraded nickel coating and high oxygen content,
in combination with tight space between moving parts.

For Swedish plants actual CCFs have been observed in Oskarshamn 3, Forsmark 1/2,
and Barsebäck 1.

The Barsebäck 1 event concerns inadvertent opening of two pilot valves during full
power operation. The valves remained in open position for 1.2 s and 2.5 s respectively.
The effect was a minor pressure drop in the reactor. No reactor scram was initiated.
The cause of the event has not fully been understood. The most probable explanation
is that it was a ground fault in the electrical signal system. The signal chain was
checked without any remarks. No further actions were taken.

At Forsmark 2 two actual triple CCFs have been observed. One event concerns
inadvertent opening of three pilots due to an electrical failure. A short circuit occurred
in a local electronic cabinet and the valves received an opening signal. The cause of the
failure was a broken collector rail in the cabinet. The collector rail was repaired and
all circuits in the cabinet were checked and tested. After that a function test of the
concerned valves was performed without any remarks.

The second event at Forsmark 2 concerns the failure mode "failure to open". The
electromagnetic pilot valves were tested at a laboratory test. The test was performed
with a reduced voltage level to the valves (simulating accident conditions). Three valves
did not open within the acceptance criterion time. The cause to the failure was judged
to be insufficient traction force because of internal impurities in the valves. All
electromagnetic pilot valves were modified with a new unsplitted valve anchor leading
to a better traction force.

At Forsmark 1 one actual double CCF has been identified. Two pilots failed to open
at function test during full power operation. The failure cause was observed to be
binding valve anchors. The pilot valves were replaced by revised valves. A
reconstruction of the valves was ordered and planned to be implemented at the next
outage.

During a short period in 1986 two events related to seizure in electromagnetic pilots
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were observed in Oskarshamn 3. The cause was found out to be insufficient nickel
coating (with respect to the oxygen content in the valves) leading to corrosion in the
magnetic anchor and seizure problems. Similar problems were also observed at TVO.
In Forsmark 3, however, no related problems were observed. The nickel coating was
removed and the magnetic anchors were modified. As a further measure, the corroded
valve internals were replaced using new materials. Thereafter, these problems have not
occurred anymore.

5.3 Impulse pilots

Only one single critical failure has been found for the impulse pilots. The pilot did not
reclose properly after test, due to seizure. Four noncritical failures of impulse pilots
have been reported at TVO I/II.

5.4 Pneumatic pilot valves

Pneumatic pilot valves in regulating valve lines have only been considered for the
reference application, i.e. Forsmark 1/2, and for TVO I/II. The data base is hence
rather small.

Only one failure to open (mechanical seizure) has been identified. Other critical failures
observed concern inadvertent opening (3 failure events). With respect to common cause
events, two double noncritical faults have occurred, one concerns internal leaks via
deformed valve seats, and the other concerns nitrogen pipe connection leaks.

5.5 Quantitative estimates

Based on failure reports for the time period 1980-89 for Swedish BWRs, single failure
probabilities have been obtained for the different types of valves. A comparison has also
been made with quantitative estimates given in the "T-book" (statistics for Swedish
BWRs up to 1982). This applies to main valves and electromagnetic pilot valves. The
results show fairly good agreement; somewhat reduced failure probabilities in the
present analysis. The comparison is summarized below.
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Table 5.1 Comparison of quantitative estimates

Valve type and failure mode "T-book"
(up to 1982)

Present analysis
(1980-89)

Main valve

- Failure to open

- Failure to reclose

- Inadvertent opening

7.8E-4/demand

2.4E-3/demand

1.3E-6/hour =
l.lE-2/year

No critical failures

2.5E-4/demand

2.6E-7/hour =
2.3E-3/year

Electromagnetic pilot

- Failure to open

- Failure to reclose

- Inadvertent opening

8.3E-3/demand

1.2E-3/demand

1.3E-6/hour =
l.lE-2/year

4.9E-3/demand

3.5E-4/demand

l.OE-6/hour =
8.8E-3/year

References of Section 5

5.1 Kosonen, M. and Mankamo, T., TVO I/n Updated Data Base for Safety/Relief
Valves 1981-88.Work Report, December 31, 1990.

5.2 CCF Analysis of High Redundancy Systems, Failure Data Analysis of
Safety/Relief Valves in Swedish BWRs. ABB Atom Report RPC 90-57.

5.3 Bento, J-P., et al., Reliability Data Book for Components in Swedish Nuclear
Power Plants, 2nd edition.Nuclear Safety Board of the Swedish Utilities and
Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate, May 1985.
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6 CCF MODELS REVIEW

The survey of applicable CCF models is summarized here based on the more detailed
review and comparisons presented in the work report [6.1]. Models are illustrated in
this context by use of the case of 10 EPVs and TVO I/n data. Calculations are
performed by the HiDep toolbox [6.2].

6.1 Basic concepts

In the modeling and quantification of dependencies in high redundancy structures, it is
essential to handle the large number of failure combinations adequately. For many
safety systems, such as the BWR relief system, the success criteria vary depending on
the initiating event and the response of other systems. Only a varying part of the whole
system may be challenged. It is essential that these different demand and success criteria
cases are handled consistently. For this reason it is very desirable, that the CCF
quantification model applies to subgroups within the system with the same model
parameters. This property is called subgroup invariance.

The basic probability concepts in treating multiple failure probabilities among a group
of identical components are defined in Fig.6.1 and illustrated in Fig.6.2. The key entity
is the failure of specific k components, a subgroup of the whole CCF group of n
components, failing at demand. The probability of this is named as subgroup failure
probability (SGFP):

psg(k) = P{Specific k components fail in CCF group n} (6.1)

In this probability, the status of the remaining n-k components is not taken into account,
i.e. they may either operate or fail. There is another entity, the exclusive subgroup
failure probability peg(kjn), which describes the event where some specific k
components fail and other n-k operate. This entity is a useful auxiliary variable when
constructing expressions for system failure probabilities.

The failure probability of the system safety function for a specified failure criterion
k_cri out of n is described by the entity

pts(k{n) = P{k or more of n components fail in a demand} (6.2)

The three probability entities psg(k), peg(kjn) and pts(k{n) are related, and there exist
exact transformation equations, derived by use of standard probability calculus. In most
CCF models, psg(k) values are first obtained by the model, and the desired result value
pts(k_crijn) is then calculated via peg(kjn) values using the transformation equations
summarized in Fig.6.1.

In the case that only a part of the whole system is challenged, and the failure criterion
is k_cri out of n_dem, the psg(k) applies as such in the subgroup of n_dem < n compo-
nents. However, within this subgroup the other two entities peg(k|n_dem),
pts(k|n_dem) need to be recalculated. The variability in these entities is illustrated in
Fig.6.2. An example case is a reactor depressurization demand. At TVO I/II, 8 SRV
lines out of 10 equipped with EPVs are challenged. The failure criterion is k_cri = 5
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out of ndem = 8 (within the whole group of n = 10). The desired result value
pts(5J8) is noted in Fig.6.2, where in fact all possible failure criteria cases are
presented.

The important feature of SGFPs is their practical interpretation. They describe how the
multiple failure probability decreases, and how the existing dependencies influence this.
Due to this feature, SGFPs can be considered as basic entities in regard to describing
dependences. A further useful aspect is given by the ratio

•W = psg(k)/psg(k-l) (6.3)

which describes the relative benefit of redundancy k, and can be considered as a very
simple CCF parametrization.

6.2 Basic probability model (BPM)

This is the simplest possible model, in fact a nonparametric approach, where the failure
probabilities are estimated as such without any parametrization. Point estimation works
well assuming there is data up to the maximum failure multiplicity. Effectively this
means fitting of pts(k,'n) to empirical failure profile, Fig.6.3:

pts(k|n) = s(k|n)/ND (6.4)

where

s(k! n) = Number of test/demand events where k or more out of n
components are failed
n

= Ev(mjn)
m=k

v(k {n) = Number of test/demand events where k out of n components
are failed

ND(n) = Number of tests and demands on the group of n components

It should be noted that the total number of component tests and demands equals to
n*ND. Due to its close relation to failure statistics, this approach is also called direct
estimation.

When the points estimates of pts(k|n) are transferred into corresponding psg(k) values,
these apply as such to subgroups. In this way this approach fulfills the requirement of
subgroup invariance. It can be considered as a basic probability model of multiple
failures, where the psg(k) values represent model "parameters".

6.3 Alpha factor model (AFM)

This model is based on describing dependencies by use of CCF events shared by
different combinations of components. Failure probabilities can not be expressed exactly
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in terms of these CCF basic events, but relatively simply approximations fortunately
exist in most practical cases. Point estimation is simple assuming that data is available
up to the maximum multiplicity. The CCF basic event probabilities are then [6.4]

Here the number of events v'(k{n) correspond to experienced single failures or CCF
events (multiplicity k > =2). If at the same test cycle or demand, failures have
occurred with different causes, the events and their multiplicity are counted separately
for each cause in the Alpha Factor Model. Analogously, Q(kjn) are interpreted as
common cause events affecting exactly, and limited to k components within a group of
n coponents. This differs principally from v(k{n) in relation to the Basic Probability
Model, discussed in the preceeding section, where it is merely counted how many
components fail altogether at each test cycb or demand.

The Alpha parameters are directly related to CCF basic event probabilities, and their
corresponding point estimate equations are

alpha (k\n) = v ' ( * l n )

i (6-6)
1**1

These entities are derived and presented in Fig.6.4 for the TVO EPV case. The simple
point estimation procedure is an advantage of this model.

Unfortunately, the alpha parameters are not subgroup invariant. This means that cases,
where only part of the system is challenged, become cumbersome to handle. One way
is to consider the subgroup as imbedded in the whole group, preserving all CCF basic
events for the total group, selecting those which validate the failure criterion in the
subgroup demand case. This has been the usual way. An alternative way is to map
alpha parameters and CCF event probabilities down to the CCF group corresponding
to the demanded subgroup. This necessitates the use of rather complicated routines. In
contrast, when subgroup invariant models are used, the same CCF parameters apply to
any subgroup.

Another consequence of the lack of subgroup invariance is complicated mapping
up/down, which is needed in order to combine failure statistics from different sizes of
CCF groups. This problem becomes pronounced in sparse data cases, when information
of similar components should be utilized.
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6.4 Common Load Model (CLM)

This model is based on stress-resistance analogy, Fig.6.5. At demand the components
are loaded by a common stress S, and their failure is described by component
resistances Rj. Multiple failure occurs, if the load exceeds several component
resistances.

The extended version of this model includes an extreme load part in order to describe
dependencies at high failure multiplicity [6.4]. There are four parameters, but still the
model proves to adequately describe dependencies in groups of the size up to about 12
components. The parameters are the following:

p_tot = Total single failure probability, equals psg(l)
p_xtr = Extreme load part probability contribution
c_co = Correlation coefficient of the base load part
c_cx = Correlation coefficient of the extreme load part

Usually p_xtr lies at or above the level of 10"s or near to a few percent relative to p_tot.
The correlation coefficients have values between [0,1]. The value 0 means independence
and the value 1 total dependence. Often the base load correlation lies in the range of
10%..50%, while a typical value of the extreme load correlation is in the range of
70%..90%.

The parameters form two pairs. The first pair {p_tot, c_co} is related to the base load
part, and the other pair {p_xtr, c_cx} to the extreme load part. Correspondingly, the
SGFPs are formed as the sum of these two contributions (psg_bas and psg_xtr in
Fig.6.6). The probability parameters p_tot, p_xtr give the value wherefrom these curves
start at multiplicity k= l . The correlation coefficients c_co, c_cx describe the slopes of
the curves: a small value means weaker dependence and steeper decrease of the
probability as the function of failure multiplicity, while a value of c_cx near to 1 would
result in strong saturation at higher failure multiplicities.

Due to its definition via SGFPs, this model fulfills the desired property of subgroup
invariance. Probability calculations for different success criteria cases follow the same
scheme as with BPM, Fig.6.1. The estimation needs to be based on the Maximum
Likelihood method (or a more developed Bayesian method), which necessitates the use
of numerical methods and requires a computerized tool.

Furthermore, it should be noted, that CLM inherently allows individual variation in
component failure behaviour, as described by the resistance distribution. As a benefit,
this model will not show such a strong tendency of producing overly pessimistic
dependence at high multiplicity in case of sparse data, as most other models which often
reduce effectively to a conservative "cut-off" probability at high failure multiplicities.
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6.5 Multi Binominal Probability Model (MBM)

One of the early CCF models introduced was the Binominal Failure Rate Model. The
corresponding Multi Binominal Model of demand failure probabilities is defined (in the
rare event approximation) as

psg (k) »Po+c,p1*+c2p^+... +C. ( 6 . 7 )

where
Po = Independent failure probability
cå = Probability of nonlethal shock class i
pi = Conditional probability of a component failing due to

nonlethal shock class i
c» = Probability of lethal shocks

In Fig.6.7 is shown a Maximum Likelihood fit of MBM with one lethal shock class into
the TVO/EPV case. The peculiar form of the pts-curve stems from the "unnaturally"
steep behaviour of the various model terms as discussed below.

As an ordinary parametric model defined via SGFPs, MBM shares with CLM the
subgroup invariance property. In the interpretation of model parameters there is
however problems with MBM. Specially, for the nonlethal shocks, the conditional
probability of component failures is constant, i.e. independent of failure multiplicity.
This is in contrast to most real CCF mechanisms, which usually result in increasing
conditional probability of additional failures. In this respect CLM behaves more
naturally as the probability contributions are smoothly saturating as a function of failure
multiplicity (compare to psg_bas and psg_xtr in Fig.6.6). The lethal shock and
independent failure probabilities are more readily understood. Still, the lethal shock may
in many cases be too pessimistic, as it does not allow individual component variation
at all.

Finally, even the independent failure probability is a mathematical idealization, because
in reality every failure possesses potentially dependent causes so that it is very difficult
to make a difference between "an independent failure" and "a nonlethal shock" having
resulted only in single failure. This ambiguity has been subject to much discussion.

Principally the model could be extended by adding nonlethal shock classes, which
would provide more flexibility in describing dependence patterns. With this model also,
parameter estimation needs to be based on the Maximum Likelihood method or
Bayesian approach.
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6.6 Additional remarks

Several further models, not applied in any wider extent in actual PSA work, were
considered in the review [6.1]. These proved, however, to be related some to of the
four approaches described in the previous sections, and are hence not included in this
summary.

One conclusion has become apparent very early. If there exists a clearly defined data
base sufficient up to maximum failure multiplicity, all models considered are adequate
(up to group sizes of about 12 components) with minor differences in results. Such a
good bata base is seldom the case in real work. The model comparisons will be
discussed furthei from a practical point in Section 8.
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Figure 6.7 Probability quantifications by use of Multi Binomial Model for the CCF
group of 10 electromagnetic pilots valves, TVO I/II data.
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7 REFERENCE CASES FOR FORSMARK 1/2

The framework of the reference application cases is summarized here with material
selected from the work reports [7.1-2]. CCF quantifications are performed by use of
the HiDep program [7.3].

7.1 Design features

Forsmark 1/2 has 14 SRV modules of the following type:

10 safety/relief valve lines which blow to pool
(bassängblåsare)

2 safety/relief valve lines which blow to dry well (direktblåsare)
2 relief/regulating valve lines used to controlled blowdown (reglerblåsare)

The simplified internal structure of these modules is presented in Fig.7.1 by use of
reduced block diagram. The closing valves in the safety/relief lines are normally open,
and used for manual forced closing of the line in case that a pilot valve fails to reclose.
Since the closing valves are in auto-open state, it is considered relatively unlikely that
they would contribute to the failure of reactor depressurization or overpressure
protection. For simplicity this contribution, as well as the analogous contribution of
regulating valves, is not considered here explicitly. If desired for completeness, this
kind of additional component contributions could be treated within the same framework
by combining the SGFP entities of different components' CCF groups appropriately.

Simplifications related to modeling of SRV line components and connected systems are
discussed in more detail in the work reports [7.1-2]. Reduced system structures used
for CCF quantifications will be presented in the following sections, and in Figs.7.2 and
7.6.

7.2 Automatic/manual depressurization

The failure criterion used in PSA [7.4] is adopted also here as the nominal case:

> 3/8 SRV (3 or more out of 8 challenged safety/relief lines blowing to pool)
fail to open at demand.

The reduced block diagram structure is presented in Fig.7.2. The contribution of the
main valves is only a few percent, and hence they are neglected in this context in order
to simplify sensitivity calculations. The CLM parameters are estimated for EPVs, based
on the Forsmark 1/2 data for 1981-88, Fig.7.3. The plant specific data are sufficient
to estimate the base load part parameters p_tot and c_co, while the extreme load part
parameters p_xtr and c_cx are scaled by using data/parameter analogy from the TVO
I/II results [7.1].

Sensitivity of the system level results for the failure criterion >5/8 (used in the
TVO/PRA), and combining the data base with TVO I/II are shown in Fig.7.4. It should
be noted, that the three data cases do not represent the typical low-best-high sensitivity
band, but are produced to illustrate how the increasing number of failures affects the
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CCF quantification results. The predictions based on the plant specific data should in
this context be considered best estimates for Forsmark 1/2, with the notion that EPVs
at Forsmark 1/2 have been affected by CCFs only during the first years of operation,
and the apparent decreasing trend for them is not considered in this study. The trend
issue will be discussed further in Section 9.

PSA model fault trees are then tailored in order to input EPV failure probabilities into
plant level quantification, combining the valve failures appropriately with loss of
actuation and power bus failures, Fig.7.5. The depressurization is manually activated
in most significant event sequences. As the probability of operator failure to initiate
depressurization is assessed to 0.01, this becomes the main contributor and decreases
the influence of EPV data and failure criteria on the plant level.

As compared to PSA results, the CCF quantifications with plant specific data would
increase the total core damage frequency slightly with the nominal failure criterion:

Failure criterion

>3/8 >5/8

Fl/2 PSA, 1988. 1E-5 /a

This study 1.3E-5 /a 1.1E-5 /a

With the failure criterion >5/8, the calculated total risk remains at about 1.1E-5 /a.

7.3 Overpressure protection

The failure criteria considered are

>7/14 SRV (7 or more out of 14) fail to open at demand, assuming successful
reactor scram

>5/14 SRV (5 or more out of 14) fail to open at demand, assuming failure of
reactor scram but successful motor insertion of control rods

and the reduced block diagram structure is presented in Fig.7.6. The contribution of the
redundant pilots of the SR lines can be neglected since it is a relatively small
contribution. This means that effectively, the system structure in overpressure protection
is formed by MNVs in 12 SR lines, and PNVs and QOVs in series in 2 RR lines. The
credit of the RR lines would be substantial only in the extreme case of all SRV lines
failing to open, because the dependence between the SR line main valves dominates in
the range of intermediate failure multiplicities.

The whole Swedish and Finnish BWR data base contains only one actual MNV/FO
event, relevant with regard to opening at full reactor pressure, Table 4.1. This occurred
in 1979 in Barsebäck 1, and it is the one critical failure (of the mode considered)
included in the T-book 1985 data base. Fven for this case, the interpretation of this
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being a main valve failure is not quite sure, but in the present work the reported failure
mode is used. From this data is inferred the total failure probability estimate p_tot =
6E-4, specific for both Forsmark 1/2 and TVO I/II [7.5].

Multiple, noncritical events of mode NO have been reported only at TVO I/II. Closer
look at these events resulted in the conclusion that they represent less severe symptoms.
Putting a small weight to these potential CCFs gave some insight on the dependence
level, but the dependence parameters used are mainly based on generic values,
somewhat reduced to reflect the existence of only weak indications of CCF mechanisms
[7.5]. The results of the CCF quantifications by CLM for the group of 12 ordinary
MNVs are presented in Fig.7.7.

The different design of quick opening valves in the RR lines is credited using
conditional dependence assessment illustrated in Fig.7.7. Sensitivity analysis at the
system level with respect to this SR-RR line dependence is presented in Fig.7.8. The
probability credit of RR lines would be substantial only in the extreme case of all SRV
lines failing to open, because the dependence between the SR line main valves
dominates the area of intermediate failure multiplicities.

Due to the small data base of PNVs, the same reliability data is used as for EPVs in
this study. CCF quantifications are made by CLM for a group of two PNVs, and these
are assumed to be independent from EPVS in the SR lines.

The tailored fault tree for input of CCF probabilities into the PSA model is presented
in Fig.7.9. In the Forsmark 1/2 PSA, the overpressure cases are not considered to
result in core damage directly. The total frequency of overpressure cases becomes

RR lines

not credited credited

Fl/2 PSA, 1988 9.2EE-5 /a

This study 5.8EE-5 /a 4.2E-5 /a

The lower results in this study are explained partly by a somewhat lower total failure
probability, partly by a more realistic modeling of high multiplicity failures. (CLM
prediction gives the failure probability 6.27E-6 for a multiplicity of 12, which is as low
as a fraction 0.5 from the triple failure probability 1.24E-5 of MNVs, compared to
psg-values in Fig.7.7. By the way, for EPVs the same ratio psg(12)/psg(3) is 0.35,
Fig.7.3. This contrasts to many earlier approaches, where a cut-off model is effectively
used for probabilities beyond a multiplicity of three.)

7.4 Failure to reclose

The number of opening SRVs depends on the transient. The following cases are
specified for this study:

s l/l 1 SRV (only one out of the operated 11) fails to reclose: results in a Small
LOCA initiating event
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>2/ l l SRV (two or more out of the operated 11) foil to reclose: results in a
Medium Size LOCA initiating event

The combination of failures is presented in Table 7.1 along with quantification at
system level. For the valve failures to reclose, combined data of Forsmark 1/2 and
TVO I/II are used. The probability quantifications for CCF groups follow much the
same scheme as in the preceding cases, and are described in more detail in the work
reports [7.1, 7.5]. Manual reclosing of at the most one line is taken into account:
sensitivity with respect to this is shown in Fig.7.10.

In the Forsmark 1/2 PSA model, SRV failure to reclose cases are modeled in event
trees as transfer events to LOCA sequences, i.e. the system level results can be input
directly as basic event data into plant level calculations. In the 1988 PSA, only the
combined case of one or more SRV failures to reclose, assumed to result in a Small
LOCA, is considered. The above specified refinement leads to the increased fractional
contribution of 6.5E-2, as presented in Table 1.1, caused mainly by the added Medium
Size LOCA contribution for the case that two or more SRVs fail to reclose.

7.5 Remarks

Inadvertent opening is an additional important failure mode of the SRV system. No
cases for it are handled in this study, because it seems that the signal and electric power
system play a significant role and their modeling should be properly incorporated, and
this would substantially extend the scope of the analysis.

Due to sparse data about high multiplicity failures, the uncertainties of CCF
probabilities are large, specially for failure criteria cases k/n with a k of three or larger.

The results presented here for the selected reference cases may be pessimistic, because
the experienced CCFs have mainly occurred during the first yean of operation. The
apparent learning effects have not been taken into account. The development of trend
analysis methods for CCFs remains a task for further work.

The reference cases were at first aimed to be tackled selectively with other CCF models
in addition to CLM. But the influences on plant level risk from the cases evaluated
showed to be small. It could be concluded, that the model comparisons already
culminate in differences of data interpretation, and in influences to system level CCF
probabilities. The various sensitivity analyses presented here give, however, insight
about the plant level influences more generally.

The work with reference cases has mainly served to clarify the interface between a
detailed CCF quantification and PSA models. By use of SGFP entities, the preprocessed
CCF probabilities can be input in a structured way into fault trees. Usually only a
reduced presentation by few basic events is needed. This scheme much improves the
handling of sensitivity analyses.
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Table 7.1 Quantification tables for failure to reclose cases. For each failure
combination, the first row specifies failures, the second row presents pro-
bability entities and the third row probability values.

FAILURE CRITERION = = 1/11

UNES FAILING TO RECLOSE

SR

1/10
0110)*
10

0/10
(o I K»*
1

1/10
Olio)*
10

2/10
(2110)*

45

0/10
(0|10)*
1

1/10
(1110)*
10

|RR

0

MANUAL CLOSING

SR |RR

Not possible
peg_MV(1110) *(1 - u_RR*p_man)
4.9ii-04 0.9998

1

peg_MV(0|10)*u_RR
9.95E-01 2.00E-03

0

peg_PV(1|i0) *(1-u_RR)
1.19E-03 0.9980

0

peg_PV(2|10) *(1-u_RR)

1.64i-05 0.9980

1

peg_PV(0|10) *u_RR

9.87É-01 2.00E-03

1

peg_PV(1 10) * u_RR

1.19E-03 2.00E-03

Fails
*p man

0.1

Succeed:

Fails
*p man

0.1

*(1-p_man)

0.9

Fails

*p man

0.1

Succeeds

Combined

probability

4.91 E-03

1.99E-04

1.19E-03

6.62E-04

1.97E-04

•(1 -p_man)

0.9 2.14E-05

7.18E-03

Remarks

One SR line main valve

fails to reclose

RR line pilot or quick opening

valve fails to reclose, and

manual closing fails

In these two sequences,

critical failure combination

is due to EPVs failing to

reclose, while

RR line recloses

successfully

In these two sequences,

critical failure combination

is due to RR line failing to

reclose, and failure to

manually reclose it or

one EPV failing to reclose

in SR line

Input to PSA model

u_RR =u_PV

0.0014

Continues

+ u_MV

0.0006

-u_PV*u_MV
8.4E-07 " 2.00E-03

Sum probability of RR line

pilot and quick opening

valve failure to reclose
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Table 7.1 .. continued.

FAILURE CRITERION > = 2/11

LINES FAILING TO RECLOSE

SR

>=2/10
pts_MV(2|10)
4.35E-04

= = 1/10
(1110)* peg_MV(1|10)
10 4.91 E-04

= =2/10
(2110)* peg_PV(2|10)
45 1.64E-05

>=3/10
pts_PV(3|10)
1.42E-O4

= = 1/10
(1110)* pegJ>V(1|10)
10 1.19E-03

>=2/10
pts_PV(2|10)
8.79E-04

JRR

any

1

1

* u RR

2.00E-03

0

*(1 - u_RR)

0.9980

0
*(1 - u_RR)

0.9980

1

* u RR

2.00E-03

1

* u RR

2.00E-03

MANUAL CLOSING

SR |RR

Not possible

Fails

*p_man

0.1

Does not

Fails

*p_man

0.1

matter

Fails
*p_man
0.1

Combined
probability

4.35E-04

9.81 E-07

7.35E-05

'..42E-04

2.38E-06

Does not matter

1.76E-06

Remarks

Two or more SR line main
valve fails to reciose

One SR main valve and RR line
pilot or QOV fails to reciose, and
manual closing of RR line fails

Failure criterion is exceeded
irrespective of closing one SR line
manually

Failure criterion is exceeded
irrespective of closing RR line
manually

Input to PSA model

Probability entities
(k | n) Number of combinations for k out of n
peg_PV(k | n) Exclusive SGFPs of EPVs
pts_PV(k | n) Total structural failure pr. of EPVs
peg_MV(k | n) Exclusive SGFPs of MNVs
ptsJ/IV(k | n) Total structural failure pr. of MNVs
u_PV Total single failure pr. of PNVs
u_MV Total single failure pr. of QOVs
p_man Failure to manually redose an open line
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Fig.7.1 Internal structure of SRV modules with regard to overpressure function.
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EPV1..8= Electromagnetic pilot valves V181-188
MNV1..8= Main valves V6-13

Fig.7.2 Depressurization function, simplified reliablity structure with success crite-
rion 6/8, ie failure criterion 3/8.
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Fig.7.3 CCF quantification for the group of 12 electromagnetic pilot valves.
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Fig.7.4 Comparison of depressurization failure probabilities (EPV contribution)
based on plant specific and TVO I/II data bases.
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Fig. 7.5 Fault tree for the depressurization case [7.2].
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Fig.7.6 Overpressure protection function, simplified reliablity structure with
success criteria 8 or 10 out of 14, ie failure criteria 7/14 or 5/14.
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Fig.7.8 Failure of overpressure protection cases: sensitivity to SR-RR line main
valve dependence, results at the system level.
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FAILURE TO RECLOSE CASES
Sensitivity to failure to manually reclose SRV
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Fig. 7.10 Failure to reclose cases, system level influence of the operator failure to
manually reclose one line [7.2].
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8 COMPARISONS OF CCF MODEL APPLICABILITY

Results and insights from the model review and reference application cases are
summarized here. Key features of the models, considered as primary approaches, are
presented in Table 8.1. Several other models, which are much related to the four
primary' ones, are discussed in the associated work report (8.1).

8.1 Handling of varying success criteria cases

Treatment of varying success criteria cases is a most essential feature in the analysis of
high redundancy systems, as it is related to proper handling of combinatorics.

Models defined via SGFPs are well manageable in this regard. The Alpha Factor
model, and the earlier MGL parametrization of the CCF basic event scheme, lack the
property of subgroup invariance, which necessitates the use of tedious data mapping
up/down procedures when considering different sizes of CCF groups, or success criteria
cases where varying parts of the whole system are only challenged in different event
scenarios.

CLM seems to produce more realistic predictions for high multiplicity failures with
moderate or substantial decrease in failure probability even beyond order three.
Consequently, more realistic relative differences are predicted between different success
criteria cases. In contrast, MBM and the Alpha Factor model do more easily reduce to
a "cut-off probability model in sparse data cases, giving little or no credit for high
degree of system redundancy. This seems not appropriate in the light of
component-to-component variation, which protects against total CCFs, as clearly
observed in many CCF events.

8.2 Data treatment and parameter estimation

Assuming event data up to maximum failure multiplicity, simple point estimates for
parameters of Alpha Factor model can be derived. In this rare case, however, also point
estimates of SGFPs can directly be derived, i.e. the "Basic Probability Model" can be
applied without any special parametric CCF models.

For the ordinary parametric models CLM and MBM, computerized numerical methods
such as the Maximum Likelihood search, or the more developed Bayesian estimation
method need to be applied. In contrast to simple point estimation, the model parameters
are found out by indirect estimation

corresponding to the most likely fitting of the model to failure statistics
(Maximum Likelihood principle), or
as expected values determined from apriori distributions and likelihood
function for the failure statistics (Bayesian approach).

In the approaches using an estimation method based on likelihood function, the pooling
of data from different sources is straightforward, which in a way compensates the need
of a computerized tool. For the Alpha Factor method, data pooling is based on mapping
up/down procedures, which in practice also requires a computerized tool.
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8.3 Transferring data from one application to another

The ordinary parametric models CLM and MBM have a few number of parameters,
with specific practical interpretations. Combined with the property of subgroup
invariance, the models make it intuitively simple to transfer parameter data from one
application to another, even with different numbers of redundancies.

The Alpha Factor method has in this regard the major disadvantage of adding new
parameters for each failure multiplicity. These are not invariant for subgroups but have
a complex interrelationship, which necessitates tedious manipulations, if parameter data
is transferred between applications having different numbers of redundancies.

8.4 Connecting CCF quantification results into PSA models

With regard to physical analogy, the considered models have "najor differences. The
most disputed one is the CCF basic event scheme behind the Alpha Factor method. It
has its benefits in low redundancy cases, then providing a convenient framework for
input of CCF data into system fault tree models.

In high redundancy cases, the number of all CCF basic events becomes large and
burdens fault tree evaluation. It is then more convenient to preprocess CCF probabilities
and input them in a more structured way into fault trees. In practice, often only a
reduced presentation by few basic events are really necessary, as shown by the
reference application cases for Forsmark 1/2. By definition of disjoint multiple failure
events and use of the SGFP scheme described in Section 6, the probability calculus
within a high redundancy CCF group can be done exactly, without approximations or
truncations that might be difficult to verify and control when changes are made in data
or models.

$.5 Conclusions on model applicability

The models discussed here have different pros and cons. Extended CLM works
reasonably well, but all the reference application calculations could be done by the other
three models, requiring, however, additional effort in order to tackle the model specific
difficulties discussed in the preceding sections. More definitive conclusions in this
regard remain waiting for experiences of further practical applications, and of a wider
analyst group. It should be pointed out, that regardless of model choice, interpretation
of CCF events, and applicability of inferred data to a particular plant and
system/component design remains the most difficult stage in CCF quantifications.

The approach used in the Forsmark 1/2 reference application, and earlier in the TVO
I/I PSA study, is applicable with minor need for modification to the analysis of SRV
systems at other plants. The different number of valves and system structure need to
be taken into account. In CCF estimations, the extent in which data from other plants
is applicable, needs to be considered for each case individually.
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The conclusions presented here about tLe use of different CCF models in high
redundancy systems apply, besides to SRV systems, to other standby safety systems
with redundancies up to about twelve, in cases where the failure probability at random
demand is of concern, and where the CCF risk is mainly related to latent failure
mechanisms.

Reasonable internal symmetry is also a precondition. In cases of substantial asymmetry
or nonhomogeneous components, proper extensions are required to the basic approach
(an example of this kind of case was considering the design difference of quick opening
valves in regulating relief lines as compared to the main valves in ordinary safety/relief
lines in the Forsmark 1/2 reference application).

In very high redundancy cases, special types of dependencies may become relevant,
such as the rod position correlation in the control rod system. These may require
specific extensions to the symmetric CCF model.

For spontaneous failure modes, such as inadvertent opening of SRVs, the CCF models
considered in this study are not applicable as such. These failure modes are often of the
initiating event or Common Cause Initiator type, and may require quite a different
modeling approach.

8.6 Unresolved modeling issues

In this study, the main emphasis has been put on CCF model comparisons for such
primary aspects as proper handling of event multiplicities and combinatorics, different
success criteria cases with demand imposed on only a subgroup, as well as the interface
between CCF group quantifications and PSA event tree/fault tree models.

In addition to more general remarks prescr.ie^ in the preceding section, the following
two issues remain primary for continued research ana

Modeling of CCF trends. How can the statistical trends be verified for
quite rare CCF events. How should the post CCF design changes (usually
very efficient) be credited. How can this kind of learning model be
verified. How should the possibly contradictory data from other plants'
experience be considered.

Uncertainty analysis. For statistical/data uncertainty the Bayesian
approach can straightforwardly be used, as indicated by the preliminary
experiments with CLM as well as other work on BFRM and AFM
approaches. In high redundancy systems with multiparameter CCF
models, direct numerical methods seem preferable as compared to the
semianalytic approaches traditionally used for low order CCF uncertainty
treatment. A more problematic part of the uncertainty issue is related to
CCF event interpretation and trend crediting, which usually are much
based on engineering judgement. Use of systematic sensitivity analyses
might in practice provide an appropriate first step.
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These two issues are much connected to CCF event interpretation. In fact, one of the
points where engineering judgement plays a big role, is the classification of multiple,
not perfectly simultaneous events detected in tests as actual CCFs, and this is related
to the important question, how well periodic tests compare to actual demand conditions.

References of Section 8

8.1 High redundancy structures, CCF models review. Work Report prepared
by T.Mankamo Avaplan Oy, 31 December 1990.
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Table 8.1 Comparing key features of the CCf models.

AFM
Alpha
Factor
Model

BPM
Basic
Probability
Model

CLM
Common
Load
Model

MBM
Multi-
Binomial
Model

Physical
analogy

Complex
CCF basic
event scheme

None

Good

Reasonable

Parametrization

n parameters,
ie. one for each
multiplicity,
complex inter-
relationships

N

4 parameters in
two independent
pairs,
extendable

4 parameters,
well mana-
geable,
extendable

Estimation,
data pooling

Point estimation
simple, if data
even for max.
multiplicity

M

Laborious,
computerized
tool necessary

Laborious,
computerized
tool necessary

Treatment of
varying success
criteria cases

Cumbersome
due to lack of
subgroup
invariance

OK, if
defined via
SGFPs
(then subgroup
invariant)

OK
Subgroup
invariant

OK
Subgroup
invariant
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9 CONCLUSIONS FROM THE IMPORTANT CCF MECHANISMS

Results and insights from the data analysis and reference application are summarized
here in order to formulate and justify the final conclusions and recommendations.

9.1 System design

As explained in Section 2, the design of the safety/relief lines differ depending on
whether they blow to the condensation pool or via the rupture discs to the PS drywell.
The one or two regulating relief lines differ even more in design from the safety/relief
lines. With regard to the overpressure protection function, this design inhomogeneity
significantly decreases the risk of high order CCFs. Furthermore, in an overpressure
transient, the relief actuation is diversified as the safety/relief lines are equipped with
redundant electromagnetic and impulse pilots, as well as regulating relief lines with
pneumatic pilots. This contrasts to the depressurization demand, where a subgroup of
homogeneous safety/relief lines are used, and relief actuation is performed merely by
electromagnetic pilots.

Thus, already from the qualitative consideration of the system design it can be expected
that the CCF potential is specially significant for the depressurization function. This has
been confirmed by this study, in agreement with the recent PSA studies.

SRV components are disposed to the same operating environment, which may introduce
CCF coupling mechanisms such as

corrosive factors: specially the radiation decomposed oxygen tends to
accumulate in SRV internals due to their high position in the steam lines
similarly, the radiation decomposed hydrogen will accumulate in the
SRV control piping, and deflagration incidents occurred have caused
deformations
condensation buildup
accumulation of impurities

In order to reduce the oxygen/hydrogen contents, SRVs are nowadays equipped with
recombinators.

Inadvertent pressure relief was not handled in this study as a CCF quantification issue,
because of its different character as compared to the latent CCF mechanism important
for failure to open or reclose. The failure mode of inadvertent valve opening was,
however, covered in the data analysis, and several failures of this mode, including also
multiple failures, were identified. These were mostly caused by faults or disturbances
in power supply or protection systems, indicating potentially important system
interactions of Common Cause Initiator type. These seem to be important to consider
in more detail in future PSA studies.
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9.2 Valve design and material problems

Corrosion problems have caused jamming of electromagnetic pilots in several instances.
The most severe cases include several CCFs due to rapid corrosion of magnetic anchor
parts under degraded chromium coating (affected Oskarshamn 2, Oskarshamn I,
Barsebäck 1 and Pinghals 1 in 1976) and nickel coating (affected TVO I and II in
1985, and Oskarshamn 3 in 1986), as described in more detail in Section 5.2. The most
peculiar feature of these cases was the coincident timing of CCFs at different reactor
units as illustrated by the Cause-Effect diagram for the TVO I/n case in Fig.9.1. The
primary cause to both of these corrosion effects has been high oxygen content as
explained in Section 9.1. As successful countermeasure, the chromium and nickel
coatings were removed and more space was worked between the critical moving parts
for eventual corrosion products in order to decrease the vulnerability to jamming.

SRV components have been affected by plenty of other less severe design deficiencies,
including miscellaneous types of corrosion, erosion, fatigue cracking etc. But except the
above mentioned two severe problems, the other cases have represented relatively
slowly developing mechanisms and have usually been captured prior to resulting in
multiple failures.

Another type of design problem has been the decreased traction force in electromagnetic
pilots to be expected in severe accident conditions with high ambient temperature,
which increases the electrical resistance in the magnetic coil and thus decreases the
magnetic field produced. This potential CCF problem is taken care of by proper
dimensioning of the working voltage, and by use of reduced voltage in testing in order
to better reveal vulnerability to jamming. In Forsmark 1/2, the electromagnetic pilot
valves have also been modified with new unsplitted valve anchor design providing a
better traction force.

The experiences show that redesigns and introduction of new materials need to be
carefully analyzed prior to installation because of the risk of unexpected side influences.
If there is no major need for total change, a trial period on part of the components is
strongly motivated. This has been the usual practice at the plants.

9.3 Testing arrangements

Testing of SRV components is problematic, because a relief blowdown at power
operation imposes stresses on the reactor system and blowdown piping. Hence, a
minimum test frequency is desirable. As described in Section 2, mostly only one test
is performed during a power operation period, while other tests are placed in connection
to shutdown into annual overhaul (AO) and/or plant startup from AO. It has been
common practice to perform additional tests in problem situations until a successful
countermeasure has been verified. Continuing this practice is strongly motivated by the
insights learned from the CCF events occurred.

The test interval of one year or half a year is relatively long compared to what is usual
for standby safety system components, which often are tested at least monthly. The
operating experiences show that mostly the failure mechanisms in SRV components
have been slowly developing, and therefore the test interval of one year or half a year
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appears sufficient. The problem with this long test interval is reduced to EPVs, mainly
because these have been affected by rapidly developed corrosion incidents. The
relatively high CCF probabilities presented in the Forsmark 1/2 reference application
for EPVs, as well as the TVO/PSA study results, reflect the risk that similar kinds of
unexpected phenomena can occur in the future. This result contributes to the loss of the
depressurization function, which however is dominated by the operator failure to
manually initiate depressurization.

In conclusion, this study does not indicate any strong, acute need of an increased test
frequency, since the most severe CCF events in an EPVs have concentrated on the first
years of operation, and the most recent experiences are good, which is shown by the
apparent decreasing trend in both total and multiple failure rates, Fig.9.2. As a
protection against new, unexpected CCF mechanisms it may be a more balanced
solution to improve and develop

condition monitoring during AOs
diagnostics methods
control and review of changes in design/materials/maintenance and
operating environment

in order to prevent or early detect developing problems. Increased test frequency is
primarily a last resort, which however is an important measure in the problem situation
with a latent CCF mechanism present. Besides to merely perform more sequential tests
of all EPVs, the staggering of tests could be considered as an alternative.

Specially, if increased test efficiency is desired for a longer period of time, the
staggered scheme provides protection against high order CCFs with a lower number of
tests per SRV line as compared to sequential test schemes. For example, if improved
test efficiency is desired for the current testing once in the middle of the power
operation period, the tests could be staggered in two groups and placed at about 2-4 and
6-8 months from startup. Placing the tests towards the earlier part of the power
operation period is motivated because the triggering causes to latent CCF mechanisms
are more likely to occur in connection to AO than during power state.

For the overpressure protection function the CCF risk is at a low probability level due
to the design diversification explained in Section 9.1. Also the experiences with main
valves and impulse pilots are good, which is important for the reliability of the
overpressure protection function. A special aspect is, however, the fact that integral
function tests of overpressure protection cannot be easily performed. Joint operation of
pilot/main valves may include latent deficiencies, not observable in relief tests or
anticipated blowdown transients. In order to control this kind of problems, the
systematic and qualified follow-up of the operating experiences is the primary tool.

A related feature is that impulse pilots are tested in laboratory only. Systematic
misadjustment or other errors may remain latent over the power operation cycle. There
are no indications to suspect that these could provide a significant risk, but they are
worth mentioning and guarded against by proper administrative controls.
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9.4 Maintenance arrangements

Maintenance of SRV components is placed mainly during the annual overhauls. This
forms a potential source to systematic errors, which may be only partly captured by
post maintenance tests. Changes in maintenance itself may have adverse influences, and
eventually trigger latent CCF mechanisms as discussed in the preceding sections. Thus,
changes in maintenance procedures and arrangements should be considered in analogy
to design changes, and staggered if possible in the same way as discussed in Section 9.2
for implementation of design changes. The current practices may still be improved in
this respect.

9.5 Failure reporting, reliability follow-up

The reasonably good operating records and a reliability performance of SRV
components is much due to excellent communications between the plants. Evidently,
this has effectively prevented the most severe CCF incidents. Also the ad-hoc
workshops have proved very useful [9.1-2]. The recent study underlines, that it is
important to maintain the current status. What is still needed is a more systematic
follow-up of experiences on long term. For PSA uses, further development of trend
analyses methods is needed, because the current data interpretations do not seem to
properly credit for actual learning trends.

9.6 Conclusions, CCF defenses

In the previous sections different CCF mechanisms, as well as possible defenses were
discussed in the light of operating experiences. In this section, the most important
defenses will be summarized, and their scope discussed. The most recent years do not
indicate any acute problems. Emphasis is on preserving the current good status, and
pointing out possible problem areas, where preparedness is important. Substantial
improvements would necessitate system or component diversification, which is
discussed with regard to the expected efficiency of different safety functions. It is
beyond the scope of this study to take any position, whether such a diversification is
motivated from safety or cost/benefit bases.

With regard to system design, a diversification of whole safety/relief modules, or only
the most critical components (i.e. the electromagnetic pilot valves) would affect the
different safety function/failure modes as shown in Table 9.1.

A total diversification of the SR lines is rather difficult to implement in regard to the
main valves, except the use of rupture discs or predesigned yielding point of the reactor
pressure boundary, which have their specific operational and safety disadvantages. A
nearest, practically feasible alternative would be replacing part of the ordinary
safety/relief modules with regulated relief modules (having quick opening valves as
main valves of different design, and pneumatic pilot valves). Another alternative would
be using main valves from a different manufacturer, with the associated additional
burden to the maintenance work. A further alternative would be addition of motor
operated relief valves. Their opening time is about 20 seconds, and therefore they
would aid only in backing up overpressure protection and preventing the more severe
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Table 9.1 Valve diversification impact.

Safety function/
failure mode

Reactor depressurization

Overpressure protection

Reclosure

Inadvertent opening

Diversification of

SR
modules

+x

+ +

+

+

EPVs only

+x

+

+

where:

+x

Efficient measure
Moderately efficient
Depends on automation degree of the
reactor depressurization function

consequences. (For depressurization function, motor operated relief valves have the
advantage of remaining open with better reliability than conventional SRVs, because the
electromagnetic pilots are vulnerable to wanning up, and may inadvertently reclose
during a LOCA period).

In conclusion, the diversification of the main valves, which is crucial for a further
improvement of the overpressure protection reliability, is not straightforward, and no
simple, highly efficient method can be pointed out. It should also be emphasized that
a limiting level may be determined by the reliability of the electric power supply and
actuation signal for one part, and the diversified actuation by the locally controlled
impulse pilots on the other part. Because of the complexity of the issue, quantitative
influence from the diversification alternatives can not be presented without a closer
analysis.

The benefit of a further diversification of the pilot valves would improve the reliability
of the depressurization, but only if this function would be automated in the important
demand situations.

With regard to inadvertent opening, the benefits from valve diversification depend on
the design of the signal and power supply interfaces.

Influence on the reclosure function are only moderate from the valve diversification,
because for this function the main contributors are low multiplicity failures.

Another point of emphasis in system design is component dimensioning, and its
influences on success criteria. The recent study has specially shown substantial
differences in results for EPVs, if 6 or more out of 8 are required to operate in reactor
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depressurization (failure criterion >3/8 used in the Forsmark 1/2 PSA, possibly
conservative) as compared to the more recommendable dimensioning, where operation
of half of the valves is sufficient (failure criterion ^5/8 used in the TVO VD. PSA). It
can be concluded, that in the latter dimensioning alternative the high degree of system
redundancy is much more effectively utilized.

In regard to component design, the following potential CCF mechanisms seem
important

H2/O2 recombination efficiency
Ambient temperature influences, which may reduce magnetic traction
forces in severe accident conditions
Voltage regulation to EPVs (due to temporary reduction for the time of
testing in order to better reveal vulnerability to jamming)

The primary defenses for these are condition monitoring and reliability follow-up, as
well as information exchange between plants. The current status in these aspects is
good. In possible problem situations, where symptoms are revealed or actual CCFs
detected, increased test efficiency, by staggering and/or by increased overall frequency,
is an important defence in order to control component status until efficient
countermeasures are implemented and verified.

As a general preventive measure, the experienced CCFs show, that control of changes
in design, operation environment and maintenance procedures/arrangements is
important. This can be accomplished by proper planning, and by use of pilot imple-
mentation of the change on part of the redundancies only, whenever feasible, looking
for the trial period experiences prior to a total implementation.

References of Section 9
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Valve seminar, reactor relief system. Swedish State Power Board, 6-7
February, 1986 (in Swedish).

CCFs in reactor relief system. Workshop 19 September 1990, Swedish
Nuclear Power Inspectorate (under preparation, in Swedish).
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Plant

Date

Failure mode

Detection Event description Cause-Effect Diagram

Screening

category

TVOI
85-09-11
85-10-10
85-11-17

FO^&NO^

+ FO
DE.TP
Slowdown
transient and
subsequent
tests in press-
ure state

TVO II

85-09-13 FO~3 & NO"7
TP
Test in press-
ure state

Two EPVs jammed in BD
transient/additional test and
two other had long opening
time,
another two jammed in next
additional test,
and a single failure recurred
still prior to effective counter-
measures

Factors contributing were:

DE: Tight tolerances of the
magnetic anchor

ER: Corrosion of the nickel
coating, possibly invoked by
hydrogen reactions/explos-
ions and/or lubricant used

Three EPVs jammed in test
and the other seven were
found also dirty by corrosion
products. This test was
carried out as a conse-
quence of finding CCF at
at TVO I first on 85-09-11.
The CCF mechanism was
identical:

DE: Tight tolerances of the
magnetic anchor

ER: Corrosion of the nickel
coating, possibly invoked by
hydrogen reactions/explos-
ions and/or lubricant used

Legend

V179

V181

V182

V183

V184

V185

V186

V187

V188

X Critical failure

Noncritical fault

Fig.9.1 Description of the CCF events affecting the electromgnetic pilot valves
(EPV) at TVO I/n in 1985.
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Oskarshamn 1 & Ringhals 1 & Barsebick 1/2 /Oskarshamn 2
Electromagnetic pilot valves/Failure to open

Frequency of events per component year

Linear trend (least squares fit)

TrAII Ail failures

TrMult Multiple failures

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Index of the reactor year

Forsmark 1/2 & TVO I/Il & Forsmark 3/Oskarshamn 3
Electromagnetic pilot valves/Failure to open

Frequency of events per component year

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Index of the reactor year

Fig.9.2. Trends for the failure to open of electromagnetic pilot valves. The BWR
units are grouped into two generations.
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10 SUMMARY OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The data base for the SRVs in the Finnish and Swedish BWRs includes several CCFs
of electromagnetic pilot valves. This influences primarily the reliability of the reactor
depressurization function. For main valves and impulse pilots, only incipient, potential
CCFs have occurred, which is important for the reliability of the overpressure
protection function. The failure mechanisms encountered are mostly latent, developing
over standby time. The most remarkable CCFs were multiunit events, in 1976 in
Sweden and in 1985 in Finland, showing that electromagnetic pilots are complex
electro-technical components, and that CCF development may unexpectedly be activated
by changes in the operating/maintenance environment.

It is very important to notice, that in the experienced CCF events, the redundant valves
have been affected in varying degree, which shows protection against total CCFs
provided by component variability in this kind of failure mechanisms. The main part
of the CCFs have occurred during the first years of operation. In all cases after
appropriate design changes, experiences have been good.

The nature of experienced CCFs reinforce the importance of controlling systematic
changes in operating and maintenance conditions. It has been usual practice to stagger
necessary changes over a reasonable time period, mostly over two subsequent annual
overhauls, looking for the experiences of the pilot period. The results of the present
analysis strongly emphasize, that this kind of arrangement should be maintained.

The periodic tests during power operation have this far been performed mostly
sequentially, i.e. for all components at the same day. Staggering of these tests in two
groups could provide additional protection against latent failure mechanisms, which
develop during standby time. This is specially relevant for EPVs, for which the main
part of the critical failures have been captured in tests or blowdown demands during the
power operation period. As important contributing causes to latent failure mechanisms
can occur during annual overhaul, and then trigger accelerating development of a latent
CCF, the placing of tests in the first part of the power operation period appears
justified. Besides, it is important to follow the usual rule of increasing test frequency,
if there are recurring problems, until efficient resolution for the elimitation of the
causes have been implemented.

This study has given a good possibility to compare and experiment with different CCF
models, and has clarified their applicability in high redundancy systems. It can be
concluded that the specific problems, the large number of failure combinations and the
varying success criteria cases can be consistently handled, although the models differ
in many practical respects. Most essential is availability of data and its interpretation.
This also determines the uncertainty in quantitative predictions. The primary modeling
issues for further research and development work are uncertainty analysis, specially in
regard to engineering judgement needed in CCF event interpretations, as well as
crediting for learning trends. Specially, post CCF design changes, which have been
very efficient, came up during this study as a very essential issue. It is recommended,
that continued effort is devoted to the development of methods for taking into account
the CCF learning phenomena.

Collecting the data base for the SRVs proved that the developed approach provides a
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workable scheme for further work. Mostly the event reports were adequate for this kind
of analysis purposes. The event description could still be improved, specially in case
the of unexpected, strange failure mechanisms, concerning a deeper description of
failure causes and to what extent all other redundant components have been affected.
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